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SMZDM acquires deeper user insights with Google Analytics 360



CLIENT



: SMZDM



SECTOR



: Online Media



USER BASE



: 20,000,000+



Founded in June 2010, SMZDM (acronym for Chinese “what is worth buying”) is the most influential shopping guide site in China. Headquartered in Beijing with several branches in Shanghai, Qingdao and other cities, it is Amazon’s largest partner across the Eastern hemisphere, eBay global alliance’s first partner in China and Alibaba Group’s highest-conversion-rate partner. After six years of quick growth, massive amounts of data had been collected through SMZDM’s digital assets. The company intended to leverage these data to help users make their purchase decisions more efficiently, but also to identify visitors’ needs to then recommend the most relevant products.



How to turn web analytics data into actionable insights for a content-based shopping guide?



4.9



50.4



million active users



Million pageviews per day



≥20’ av. session duration per user, per day



Source: SMZDM site statistics, May 2016



The objective of fifty-five was to help SMZDM collect and analyse valuable data to acquire deeper user insights, create actionable segments and ultimately provide a better user experience to the community. Get a 360°client understanding thanks to cross-device tracking fifty-five deployed User-IDs on SMZDM’s web and app platforms to synchronise user data across devices and associate User-IDs to unique visitors. This allowed SMZDM to gain a comprehensive view of users’ navigation habits. Thanks to Google Analytics 360, SMZDM refined their client knowledge with more accurate user profiles that included content preferences and acquisition sources, regardless of the device used. This data could be used to launch differentiated marketing campaigns and optimise the media buying strategy. As a result, SMZDM’s user base has been steadily increasing since the implementation of Google Analytics 360.
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Determine the impact of ad blockers on revenue



Increase revenue from an important income source by



In order to measure how many visitors were using ad blockers and to assess their impact on ads display and revenue, fifty-five used Google Tag Manager and implemented a fake ad-related script on SMZDM’s website.



5%



“The granular user data that we acquired Analytics 360, is



valuable for user profile refining, user retention, retargeting and media buying optimisation.”



Co-founder & CTO SMZDM



Create reports perfectly tailored to meet SMZDM’s needs In addition to standard reports, fifty-five helped SMZDM leverage Google Analytics 360’ custom dimensions for richer insights.



through Google



Feng LIU



SMZDM found out that about 12% of their visitors used ad blockers and that 18% of ads were improperly displayed. Most importantly, they discovered that not only ads, but also the tracking of some affiliate campaigns was blocked. Fixing this tracking issue allowed SMZDM to increase the revenue from one of its most important affiliate partners by 5%.



Thanks to the creation of a “whistleblowers” custom dimension that identifies the most active content creators in the community, SMZDM can now easily manage this highly valuable segment and encourage them to create high-quality content, which in turn attracts new valuable users. Last, SMZDM created a “mall” custom dimension to identify their visitors’ final destination on their partners’ e-commerce platforms. This major insight helped the lead generation based company understand user preferences and adapt their communication strategy accordingly, as it turned out that men and women had different habits regarding e-commerce platforms, for instance.



Part of You & Mr Jones, the world’s first brandtech group, fifty-five is a data company helping brands collect, analyse and activate their data across paid, earned and owned channels to increase their marketing ROI and improve customer acquisition and retention. Headquartered in Paris with offices in London, Hong Kong, Shanghai and New York, the data company was named by Deloitte as one of the fastest-growing tech firms in Europe, thanks to its unique technology approach combining talent with software and service expertise.
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The Google Analytics 360 Suite offers powerful and integrated analytics solutions for today's biggest enterprises. Measure and improve the impact of your marketing across every screen, channel and moment in today's customer journey. It's easy to use,
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